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Malaysia is the most iconic tourist destination in the entire world. This beautiful tourist destination is
very beautiful and its excellent tourism destination draw number of visitors from all over the globe.
The wide variety of tourist attractions and fabulous destinations which are sheer wonders which will
over cast magical spurt on your visit to Malaysia. The picturesque beaches, excellent heart grabbing
skyscrapers, colonial hill stations, tropical rainforests, exotic rainforest and numerous alike easily
make this place heaven for the vacationers. This beautiful country is also combined with the luxury
and budget hotels and resorts which easily attract the vacationers for their luxurious stay and these
tempts them the vacationers to visit this country again and again.

It is estimated that more than two million of foreign vacationers throughout the year who come for
their exciting and interesting vacation. Some of the major tourist attractions in destinations which are
very worth to visit and explore in this beautiful country of Malaysia are listed below:

Cameron Highlands

Cameron Highlands is the picturesque hill station in Malaysia and truly very worth to visit and
explore. The sprawling green hills, vast expanse of tea gardens, picturesque lakes, chatty waterfalls
and extensive strawberry farming easily attract the tourists from all over the globe. This picturesque
hill stations also has numerous tea factory and truly the tranquil surroundings is must visit
destination with Malaysia travel packages customized from  leading Malaysia tour operator.

Mount Kinabalu

Mount Kinabalu is globally renowned mountain in Borneo which has a massive height of 4095 meter
above the main sea level easily attract the vacationers. This beautiful mountain is known for its
splendid biological and botanical species biodiversity. More than 600 species of flora, varieties of
more than 300 species of birds and more than 100 mammalian easily draw numerous vacationers
from all over the globe. The highest peak of this mountain can be climbed where he does not
require any mountaineering equipment but is climbed by the company by guides. Reaching at the
top truly it will elate the natural lovers and is truly nothing like a bliss for them.  

Kuala Lumpur

Kuala Lumpur is the capital city of Malaysia and is also the youngest city in the entire world. This
fascinating city truly is very worth to explore and is immersed within the modern amenities. This is
only the most fascinating global city which truly is very worth to explore. Though being the much
modernized city in the entire country but the rich heritage, diverse culture, unique traditions and the
warm hospitality truly will entice the visitors from all over globe for wonderful vacation. Some of the
major tourist attractions to explore in the capital which enhance the Malaysia tourism are such as
Petronas Twin tower, China Town, Menara KL Tower, Little India, Batu caves, Central Market,
Thean Hou Temple and much more.

Beside these there are numerous attractions and destinations fascinating beaches also which leave
the vacationers spell bound and draws them with any Malaysia beach tour. Truly the beaches here
with the white sands, azure water with the backdrop of green hills easily entice the vacationers for
their peaceful and fun filled vacation.
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Prashantkumar - About Author:
Malaysia tourism gives many types of tours and tourism for Malaysia. Like a Malaysia beach tour 
and a Malaysia tourism destinations. For more information Visit to a
http://www.malaysiatourism.org.in
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